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Grazers: biocatalysts of terrestrial silica cycling
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Silica is well known for its role as inducible defence mechanism countering herbivore attack, mainly through precipitation of opaline, biogenic silica (BSi) bodies (phytoliths) in plant epidermal tissues. Even though grazing strongly interacts with other element cycles, its impact on terrestrial silica cycling has never been thoroughly considered. Here, BSi content of ingested grass, hay and faeces of large herbivores was quantified by performing multiple chemical extraction procedures for BSi, allowing the assessment of chemical reactivity. Dissolution experiments with grass and faeces were carried out to measure direct availability of BSi for dissolution. Average BSi and readily soluble silica numbers were higher in faeces as compared with grass or hay, and differences between herbivores could be related to distinct digestive strategies. Reactivity and dissolvability of BSi increases after digestion, mainly due to degradation of organic matrices, resulting in higher silica turnover rates and mobilization potential from terrestrial to aquatic ecosystems in non-grazed versus grazed pasture systems (2 versus 20 kg Si ha⁻¹ y⁻¹). Our results suggest a crucial yet currently unexplored role of herbivores in determining silica export from land to ocean, where its availability is linked to eutrophication events and carbon sequestration through C–Si diatom interactions.

1. Introduction

Silica (Si, the element silicon is commonly referred to as silica in biogeochemistry, as it always occurs associated with oxygen [O] in ecosystems) deposition in plants is an inducible defence mechanism countering herbivore grazing and pathogen attack, especially in grasses (Poaceae) [1,2]. Si is taken up by roots as monosilicic acid [Si(OH)₄] from soil solution [3], which is usually referred to as dissolved Si (DSi). Some of the silica is then laid down in the plant as opaline biogenic silica (BSi) structures [SiO₂.nH₂O; BSi], commonly known as ‘phytoliths’ or ‘silica bodies’ [4,5], in fillings of cell walls, cell interiors (lumina) and intercellular spaces. Silica bodies can particularly be abundant in the epidermis of grasses, ranging from 1–3% BSi by dry mass in dryland grasses [6], up to 10–15% BSi in some wetland species [7]. As phytoliths are for a large part composed of durable, inorganic amorphous silica [8], this renders them hard to consume for herbivores: high BSi concentrations in grass leaves have been correlated with high levels of leaf abrasiveness [9,10]. Dietary silica is also able to physically erode insect mandibles [11,12] and teeth of vertebrate grazers [13,14]. Feeding on silica-rich diets negatively affects food digestibility [15], herbivore reproduction and growth rates [16], resulting in diet preference shifts [9] and reduced bite rates or grazing pressure [2,17]. This can have larger population scale consequences: plant-available Si concentrations and coupled Si-based defence mechanisms in grasses have been shown to trigger voles population dynamics [12], while plant Si availability can also impact the outcome of interspecific competition between grass species [18]. There is thus a growing consciousness that Si is a key player in plant–herbivore ecological interactions, acting on community structure of both herbivores and the foraged vegetation.
However, little research has approached the interaction between herbivores and plant BSi in the context of biogeochemical Si cycling. This can be attributable to the fact that plant Si is usually assumed to be chemically inert [19], with most of it passing through the digestive system of herbivores without any severe degradation or absorption, e.g. for phytoliths in sheep and cow faeces [4,6]. Our growing understanding of the importance of biological Si processing and the realization that even small shifts in terrestrial BSi reactivity could alter the balance between Si storage and export from ecosystems [20] challenges this paradigm. In the past decade, it has become clear that terrestrial ecosystems form filters between primary DSi mobilization from silicate weathering and its pathway towards coastal systems and the ocean, putting strong control on export fluxes of DSi and BSi to the coastal zone [20,21]. BSi fixation in terrestrial vegetation ranges worldwide from 60 to 200 Tmol yr⁻¹. This number largely exceeds (10–40 times) the yearly flux of dissolved and suspended biogenic Si towards the ocean [20], where Si availability is linked to eutrophication events (especially in coastal zones [22]) and to diatom Si–C interactions and C burial in the ocean deeps [23]. Human transformations of the landscape are strongly impacting on ecosystem Si processing, yet the processes and underlying mechanisms are still poorly understood. Changes in riverine DSi fluxes along a temperate European watershed [24] as well as lowered BSi soil stocks under sustained agricultural conditions have already been observed [25–27]. Grasslands in particular play an important role in global Si cycling, showing a high capacity to store BSi as well as moving Si from relatively inert mineral silicate soil layers to biologically active soil horizons, by enhancing mineral weathering [28]. Changes in BSi reactivity and direct mobilization of BSi into DSi associated with digestion of grass biomass might therefore strongly alter the storage and recycling potential of BSi in the foraged grassland.

Considerable amounts of grass biomass yearly pass through herbivores’ digestive tract systems in grassland systems worldwide. They typically account for 35–55% of the annual above-ground net primary production (ANPP), from which a substantial part (i.e. 30–40% of ANPP) is consumed by mammalian herbivores, with insects like grasshoppers using the remaining part (i.e. 5–15% of ANPP) [29]. Part of the ingested Si is dissolved in the digestive system fluids, from which only a negligible part is assimilated in the herbivore body (e.g. 0.01% for sheep [6]). Si recovery is thus expected to be near complete, e.g. for humans [30] and for animals [6,14]. Little or no research has, however, focused on the reactivity and the ecosystem redistribution of Si after passage through herbivores. We here hypothesize that the reactivity of BSi changes substantially upon this passage, both chemically and physically, analogous to the fate of diatom frustules in marine environments. Dissolvability of diatom BSi, in essence the same amorphous biogenic structure as phytoliths, is strongly enhanced after consumption by zooplankton and/or bacteria [31], mainly through the digestion of the organic matrix, frustule breakage and resulting increased surface area and bacterial encapsulation within faecal pellets [32]. This process drives the efficient recycling of ocean BSi: 97% of all annually produced BSi in the oceans dissolves again. This biological recycling mechanism is essential to sustain ocean diatom productivity and associated foodwebs. In addition, terrestrial herbivores may enhance dissolution through a temperature effect. As the dissolution of BSi is endothermic, temperature positively affects both its dissolution kinetics and solubility [33,34]. We thus hypothesize that grazing changes the distribution and dissolvability of BSi in grasslands, resulting in quick BSi turnover and increasing Si export capacity of grasslands.

To test this hypothesis, we analysed BSi in ingested grass, hay and faeces of four common grazers by performing multiple chemical extraction procedures for BSi that allow the assessment of chemical reactivity. In parallel, we performed dissolution experiments with grass and faeces to assess the direct availability of BSi for dissolution. We show that herbivory substantially increases reactivity of BSi in grasslands, resulting in a potentially strongly shifted balance of the sink versus source function of grasslands for Si.

2. Material and methods

(a) Sampling

In order to assess the impact of free-grazing versus stabled hayed animals on Si cycling, sampling was conducted in early summer (June 2011) and in winter (February 2012). In summer, fresh above-ground biomass (hand-cut grass in 0.25 m² quadrants) and fresh faeces samples from ruminants Bos primigenius taurus B. (cow) and Ovis aries L. (sheep), and non-ruminant Equus africanus asinus L. (donkey) and Equus ferus caballus B. (horse) were collected in grazed pastures during dry weather conditions. Animals were grazing at different fields: pasture 1 (3 ha) was grazed by six cows and two horses, pasture 2 (1 ha) was grazed by four donkeys and four sheep. Both pastures were situated in northern Belgium and are representative for intensively grazed pastures, typically found in Western Europe, characterized by high grazing pressure in summer (i.e. two live-stock units per hectare for cattle) and poor in plant species composition (i.e. more than 90% dominated by Lolium spp.). Twenty fresh faeces samples (i.e. five replicates for each animal) and 10 fresh biomass samples (i.e. five replicate litter samples in each pasture) were collected. Similarly, in winter, hay samples (i.e. five replicates and fresh faeces materials (i.e. five replicates per animal) were sampled from stabled ruminants (cow and sheep) and a non-ruminant (horse). All animals were fed from the same hay stock. Livestock owners’ permission was given for taking the samples.

(b) Chemical analysis

In order to assess the impact of herbivore digestion on Si concentration and reactivity, different chemical extraction procedures were conducted. Fresh grass litter (shoot and leaves) and hay samples were thoroughly rinsed with deionized water to remove all dust/soil contamination. Plant and faeces samples were dried at 70°C for 72 h, and wet and dry biomass were determined. Prior to Si extraction, dried plant samples were shredded by crushing with a mechanical mill (3–5 mm size).

(i) Total biogenic silica

Non-continuous extraction of BSi. Total BSi (mg g⁻¹) was extracted twice from all samples (summer and winter campaign). The first extraction was done in 0.1 M Na₂CO₃ (BSiNa₂CO₃); the second in 0.5 M NaOH (BSiNaOH). Both commonly used extracting agents were adopted here to increase comparability with other studies [35]. Dried material (30 mg) was incubated in 25 ml of the respective alkaline extracting agent in a water bath at 80°C [36]. After 4 h, the extracted fluid was passed through a 0.45 μm filter (Chromafil A45–25), and analysed spectrophotometrically for DSi on an inductive coupled plasma atomic
Table 1. Results derived from different chemical extraction techniques. From left to right: (1) total BSi content extracted in 0.1 M Na$_2$CO$_3$ (BSi$_{Na2CO3}$), (2) total BSi content extracted in 0.5 M NaOH (BSi$_{NaOH}$), (3) DSi concentration after extraction in 0.01 M CaCl$_2$ (DSi$_{CaCl2}$), (4) reaction order of the model where data were fit after continuous extraction of Si, (5) reactivity parameter $k$ of fraction 1 (associated with certain percentage of BSi), (6) reactivity parameter of fraction 2 (if present) and (7) calculated differences in BSi between NaOH and Na$_2$CO$_3$ extraction (NCI-BSi) expressed as percentage relative to BSi$_{NaOH}$. Columns 4 to 6 are fitted after continuous extraction of Si, 8 (ii) Readily soluble silica

Calcium chloride (CaCl$_2$) is a weak extracting agent, assumed to only extract the readily soluble Si fraction [37], which can be used as an estimate of DSi availability for plants or as an equilibrium concentration for DSi in soil pore water [25]. All dried plant and faeces samples (2.0 g) from the summer campaign were shaken thoroughly for 16 h with 20 ml 0.01 M CaCl$_2$ solution in a 35 ml tube at 20°C [25,38]. Extracted samples were then centrifuged at 4000 r.p.m. for 30 min and the supernatant was filtered over 0.45 μm pore size (Chromafil A45–25). Si concentration (mg Si$_{CaCl2}$ g$^{-1}$) was analysed by means of ICP-AES.

(c) Experimental set-up: dissolution experiment

To mimic in situ reactivity of Si after digestion, Si dissolution from fresh faeces and hay (winter campaign) was monitored over different time intervals in rain water. Fresh material (3 g) was put in 200 ml plastic boxes and spread out evenly over the bottom surface (ca 40 cm$^2$). Dissolution experiments were carried out for 24 h, subsamples were taken at 11 time intervals (2, 5, 10 and 30 min, and 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 18, 24 h) for (i) hay, (ii) cow faeces, (iii) sheep faeces and (iv) horse faeces, in a dark incubator at 20°C. In total, 66 boxes were prepared for hay, cow, sheep and horse faeces: five replicates and one blank per time interval. At the start of each experiment, all boxes were filled with 30 ml air-captured rain water (pH: 6.64, conductivity 68.7 μS cm$^{-1}$ and DSi: 0.04 mg l$^{-1}$). At the above specified time intervals, 10 ml of solution was sampled from a box and filtered over a filter with 0.45 μm pore size (Chromafil A45–25); the sampled box was not further used. Solutions were analysed for DSi using ICP-AES.

3. Results

Detailed results of all extractions and experiments are available in the electronic supplementary material.

(a) Chemical extractions

(i) Total biogenic silica

Non-continuous extraction of BSi. Overall, BSi (mg g$^{-1}$) extracted in 0.5 M NaOH (BSi$_{NaOH}$) showed higher values compared with samples extracted in 0.1 M Na$_2$CO$_3$ (BSi$_{Na2CO3}$) (table 1). BSi concentration (both BSi$_{NaOH}$ and BSi$_{Na2CO3}$; mg BSi g$^{-1}$) of faeces samples were two to four times higher than for forage or hay (table 1). Except for stabilised cow faeces, BSi$_{Na2CO3}$ in faeces samples could be ordered based on their digestion system (ruminant versus non-ruminant): sheep < cow < horse < donkey.

Continuous extraction of BSi and reactivity parameters $k$.

Extraction curves for faeces samples from cow and sheep
fitted to a first-order model, whereas donkey and horse samples fitted to a second-order model (i.e. with, respectively, only a $k_1$ parameter and both a $k_1$ and $k_2$ reactivity parameter; table 1). Ruminant faeces yielded only one reactivity $k$ parameter ($k_1$) ($k_1 = 0.23, 0.23, 0.26$ and $0.29$ for cow summer, sheep winter, sheep summer and cow winter, respectively; table 1). A second higher reactive fraction of BSi was present in both donkey ($k_2 = 0.41$) and horse faeces ($k_2 = 1.61$); this fraction is large (44% of total BSiNaOH) in donkey, while negligible in horse (less than 1% of total BSiNaOH). The horse faeces sample occupied an intermediate position: it fitted to a first-order model, yet with a higher reactivity $k_1$ parameter ($k_1 = 0.43$) as compared with cow and sheep faeces. Grass samples collected during the summer campaign consisted of one BSi fraction, with $k_1$ parameters (0.35–0.40) around 30% higher than the first-order reactivity of BSi in faeces samples (0.23–0.29). Opposite, hay comprised two BSiNaOH fractions. In the first fraction, 63% of BSiNaOH was associated with a low-reactivity parameter $k_1$ of 0.35, which is comparable with grass, whereas in the second fraction 37% of BSiNaOH was highly reactive, with a reactivity parameter $k_2 = 0.83$.

(ii) Readily soluble silica

In general, readily soluble silica concentrations ($\text{Si}_{\text{CaCl}_2}$) were higher and display more variation for faeces samples (0.06–0.50 mg $\text{DSi}_{\text{CaCl}_2} \text{ g}^{-1}$) when compared with pasture forage (0.14–0.27 mg $\text{Si}_{\text{CaCl}_2} \text{ g}^{-1}$; table 1). Cow faeces showed the highest variation for $\text{Si}_{\text{CaCl}_2}$ (0.16–0.43 mg $\text{DSi}_{\text{CaCl}_2} \text{ g}^{-1}$), readily soluble Si concentrations for horse faeces are very low yet consistent (0.061–0.082 mg $\text{DSi}_{\text{CaCl}_2} \text{ g}^{-1}$).

(b) Dissolution experiment

Overall, leaching from faeces went three to five times faster as compared with hay (figure 1); after 24 h DSi from cow, sheep and horse faeces were, respectively, 5.1, 3.6 and 3.4 times higher as compared with DSi from hay. In a similar way as initial BSi$_{\text{Na}_2\text{CO}_3}$ concentrations of faeces and hay, highest concentrations of DSi$_{\text{rain}}$ were found in cow faeces, followed by horse and sheep, whereas hay showed lowest values (table 1). When expressed relatively to initial BSi$_{\text{Na}_2\text{CO}_3}$, the percentage of mobilized Si after 24 h exposure to rain water in cow, horse and sheep faeces was, respectively, 60%, 16% and 8% of total BSi$_{\text{Na}_2\text{CO}_3}$, whereas this was only 4% in hay.

4. Discussion

Herbivores prove to be crucial in increasing the dissolution potential of BSi in grasslands, acting on Si turnover rates and mobilization potential on the ecosystem scale. This opposes the traditional viewpoint that BSi is largely unaffected by herbivore digestion, owing to its chemical inertness and passive transfer through the herbivore gut. More than 50% of the continents is nowadays grazed by either domestic or wild herbivores [39], and our results point to herbivore stimulation of continental Si fluxes and coupled C sequestration mechanisms.

(a) Grazers: biocatalysts of Si cycling

Cows are arguably the most important cultivated grazers: world’s cattle population is estimated to be about 1.5 billion [40]. Enrichment of BSi in cow faeces samples implies that cows’ faeces are potential BSi dissolution and mobilization hotspots: higher amounts of DSi are dissolving from the faeces in both CaCl$_2$ and rainwater compared with grass litter/hay. One could easily think that faeces samples are leaching higher amounts of DSi because of higher initial BSi concentrations as compared with forage. Yet, it is clear from

![Figure 1. Dissolution of BSi in grass and faeces after exposure to rain water. Results, expressed as mg DSi l$^{-1}$, are plotted as mean values (symbols) and standard deviations (bars; $n = 5$) for different series (cow faeces, sheep faeces, horse faeces and hay) during 24 h (1440 min). Blank rain water samples were also incubated and sampled per time step ($n = 1$). The first 60 min of the dissolution experiment are visualized in detail in a smaller inset graph.](image-url)
our results that BSi transport through herbivore guts magnifies the reactivity of the BSi fractions compared with grasses. We hypothesize that this is related to the physical accessibility of BSi for dissolution and/or mobilization. Alkaline saliva production (pH around 8.3) and repeated chewing in cattle favours solubility of plant BSi [41]. Digestion removes a major fraction of organic matter in the grasses: the creation of hotspots of BSi thus coincides with increasing BSi directly available for dissolution (figure 2). This is strongly reminiscent of dissolution of diatom frustules in the ocean, where organic matrix attack by zooplankton and/or bacteria strongly increases BSi turnover rates [31]. At first sight contradictory, the digestion processes lowered the total reactivity parameter $k$ of BSi in faeces with respect to forage or hay. However, it should be emphasized that this reactivity $k$ reflects the ‘full’ intrinsic chemical reactivity of a ground sample. During chemical extraction under high temperature and strong alkaline conditions, all BSi in the ground sample is directly available for dissolution regardless of surrounding matrices. Part of the BSi is likely already mobilized in the urine after dissolution in cows. This will preferably be the most reactive BSi fractions, and this is reflected in the intrinsic chemical properties of the faeces, where the most reactive BSi has already been removed compared with the hay and grass.

The idea of herbivore-mediated BSi dissolution is supported by differences in digestive systems, representing (i) ruminants (cow and sheep) and (ii) hindgut fermenters (donkey and horse). Digestion efficiency increases with food particles’ mean retention time (MRT). The latter is influenced by digestion type and is higher in ruminants compared with hindgut fermenters [42]. Ruminants are characterized by a long MRT, low food intake and a relatively high digestibility of organic matter and fibre (cellulose + lignin), particularly at high fibre content, whereas opposite strategies are observed in hindgut fermenters rendering lower digestibility rates [42]. Indeed, donkey and horse faeces showed, consistently through the dataset, $k$-parameters which were reminiscent of the forage grass or hay, whereas for sheep and cow a larger decrease in chemical reactivity was observed (except for one negligible high-reactivity fraction in donkey). This supports our earlier hypothesis that intrinsic chemical reactivity of forage should become lower in faeces with longer residence times in the herbivore, as part becomes mobilized in the urine. Reactivity parameters are also different for hay and in situ sampled grass, where hay has a fraction not present in the field sampled grass, with a high intrinsic reactivity. Results from an earlier dissolution experiment with forage in the rumen of a cow showed that more DSi dissolves from old grass already impacted by some decomposition as compared with fresh grass and a change in the ratio between different Si fractions was observed [4]. Also microscopic evidence suggested that old grass leaves show more signs of internal mechanical damage which can explain the higher reactivity of BSi in hay.

In general, we conclude that the relative field availability of BSi for dissolution, compared with grass litter BSi, is strongly

Figure 2. Schematic of the different BSi fractions in grass and the relative change in BSi fractions after digestion by herbivores. Non-extractable Na$_2$CO$_3$ fraction (NCI-BSi) is depicted as a white bar, Na$_2$CO$_3$ extractable fraction as a black bar and mobilization of DSi in urine as a yellow bar. As part of plant ingested Si in herbivores is released via urine, the relative portion of NCI-BSi is larger in faeces as compared with hay or grass.
enhanced by herbivores, and that this is likely due to degradation of surrounding matrices during gut passage. The impact on these matrices should increase with increasing gut residence time. Yet also the chemical reactivity of BSi changes during gut passage resulting in different processes, including the preferential in-herbivore dissolution of high-reactivity phases, low-reactivity phases becoming more reactive during gut passage, as well as mobilization of part of the BSi in urine.

Urine production is thus a second way in which herbivores are directly mobilizing DSI from BSi stocks in grasslands. As it is true that ‘what comes in, must go out’ [6], one can assume that BSi excreted in the faeces is equal in amount to initially ingested grass BSi. If part of the ingested BSi is directly mobilized as urine, this should be reflected in reactivity of faeces BSi. Differences between BSiNaOH and BSiNa2CO3 for all samples indicate that a Na2CO3-inextractable BSi (NCI-BSi) phase exists (table 1), with Na2CO3 as the weakest of both extractants. Changes in % NCI-BSi (i.e. expressed as a fraction of total NaOH extracted BSi) between both foraged grass and faeces could indicate partial mobilization of the Na2CO3 extractable fraction via urine. Overall faeces from non-stabled animals show higher NCI-BSi percentages as compared with foraged grass (table 1). Cows here have largest NCI-BSi percentages, again pointing to cows as most efficient mobilizers of BSi.

Increases in the percentage of % NCI-BSi between grass and faeces (0–20%) are comparable with other studies pointing to 1–10% of total ingested BSi mobilized in urine [4,6]. For stabled animals, hay displays equal fractions of NCI-BSi (i.e. expressed as a fraction of total Na2CO3 extractable BSi) between both foraged grass and faeces, with Na2CO3 as the weakest of both extractants. Changes in % NCI-BSi (i.e. expressed as a fraction of total NaOH extracted BSi) between both foraged grass and faeces could indicate partial mobilization of the Na2CO3 extractable fraction via urine. Overall faeces from non-stabled animals show higher NCI-BSi percentages as compared with foraged grass (table 1). Cows here have largest NCI-BSi percentages, again pointing to cows as most efficient mobilizers of BSi.

(b) Outlook: grass, grazers and their interaction and impact on the environment

It is clear that grazing will strongly increase the potential turnover of BSi, and thus also the potential DSI leaching from grasslands. We calculated total amounts of BSi dissolved for a grazed pasture system, respectively, for a cow-based and a non-cow-based system (i.e. horse/sheep), and compared this with an ungrazed pasture (figure 3). We simplified by assuming that all standing vegetation biomass in ungrazed systems will become litter (which is an overestimation) and that herbivores consume all ANPP. A conservative estimation of ANPP in temperate humid grasslands of 11 000 kg ha\(^{-1}\) yr\(^{-1}\) is used [43]. Owing to constraints in measuring ANPP in grazed/ungrazed systems and doubts whether or not grazing can enhance primary production [39,44], we omitted any potential (positive) effect of grazing on biomass production in pastures. For all herbivores, a biomass conversion ratio of 1 : 4 was used in the calculation, congruent with a digestibility of 70–75%; which is the expected value for cattle in our study area [45]. DSI mobilization in urine was based on our results and literature [4,6] conservatively put at 3%. Our estimate assumes that the 24 h dissolution potential in the dissolution experiment is indicative for the BSI mobilization potential under field conditions. This should not be considered as an exact number for mobilization rates of DSI from in situ grasslands. Field mobility strongly depends on factors such as rain intensity and frequency, water table and hydrology. However, our results do show the high potential of grazed pasture compared with ungrazed pasture to enhance DSI exports to adjacent rivers, owing to the higher turnover rate and leaching potential. In cow-based pastures, BSI mobilization ranges from

---

**Figure 3.** Schematic of hypothetical ungrazed (a) and grazed grassland, dominated by (b) cows and (c) horses or sheep. Annual net above-ground primary production (ANPP) is assumed to be the same for both systems (11 000 kg ha\(^{-1}\) yr\(^{-1}\)). All biomass is converted to litter, or all biomass is consumed by the grazers in the grazed systems. A biomass conversion ratio of 1 : 4 for grass versus faeces is suggested for all herbivores. Mobilization percentages for faeces are based on ranges (minimum – maximum values) obtained in the dissolution experiment after 24 h in rain water; for urine, a conservative estimation of 3% mobilization was used. White boxes represent annual biomass production (dry weight, expressed as kg ha\(^{-1}\) yr\(^{-1}\)), black boxes and circles represent annual Si fluxes (expressed as kg Si ha\(^{-1}\) yr\(^{-1}\)).
18 to 28 kg Si ha$^{-1}$ yr$^{-1}$, which is 15 times higher than an ungrazed pasture (1.3–1.8 kg Si ha$^{-1}$ yr$^{-1}$). The increased mobilization is lower for sheep and horse, but still amounts up to two and four times higher than an ungrazed pasture.

DSi export fluxes from grasslands range between 0.2 and 11 kg Si ha$^{-1}$ yr$^{-1}$ for dry and wet grasslands, respectively [28], and our extrapolation results fall in the same order of magnitude for both grazed and ungrazed systems. Importantly, intensive grazing drives potential export fluxes to the higher value ranges.

The above calculation and reasoning—although preliminary and entirely based on chemical analysis of BSi reactivity—show that grazing can have a tremendous impact on phytolith burial potential. Nevertheless, a thorough understanding of the exact mechanisms and processes occurring during Si-uptake and precipitation in plants and the impact of grazing and herbivore digestion is needed. Work on the functional role of Si in plants and its resulting impact on Si export fluxes is still in its infancy and a coordinated research effort of scientists from different disciplines is required (biogeochemistry, plant physiology, community ecology, etc.) [46]. Different morphologies of phytoliths, for example, have been assumed to impact dissolution with in general grass phytoliths dissolving more slowly as compared with forest silica bodies [47], making forests potentially larger exporters for DSi. Within a plant, Si can be precipitated as infillings of cells, with only small amounts of occluded organic matter, or Si can be deposited in the cell wall where it is laid down directly on carbohydrates [5], and may form organosilicon complexes [48]. It could be expected that the reactivity and accessibility of both types of phytoliths differs as cell wall silica exposes a larger surface area after breakdown and thus digestion. Detailed microscopic analysis is needed to further elucidate the impact of digestion on Si reactivity on the level of the plant cell. More specifically, the role of carbon occluded or associated with phytoliths needs to be addressed further [49], given that plant-available Si concentration has been shown to influence decomposition rate and turnover of C in reed litter [50].

(c) Implications

Grazing is an important yet currently overlooked component of the Si cycle in grassland ecosystems, potentially increasing Si mobilization from grasslands by an order of magnitude, due to both changes in the physical properties of organic matrices (cf. zooplankton/bacteria in the ocean and diatom frustules) and changes in the intrinsic chemical reactivity of the BSI. Land cultivation and crop harvest were only recently acknowledged as an important driver for continental Si fluxes [24], with deforestation and land cultivation leading to strongly reduced continental Si export fluxes on timescales longer than 250 years. This study implies that also grazing can impact on continental Si mobilization. Whether or not the high reactivity and leaching potential of Si in a herbivore’s excretion products can counteract to some extent decreased Si export fluxes from (cultivated) soils will be highly dependent on the way animal faeces is managed. Worldwide, (native) grasslands are converted to other land use types, mostly urban areas or agricultural land. Western European permanent pastures are scarce as they are often used in a crop-rotation system. Manure from (stabled) livestock might be restored to croplands, whereby it is spread evenly on land, becoming readily available for plant uptake from soil solution. Government environmental programmes, however, strictly limit the use of animal manure for reuse on arable land, and surplus manure is used in other applications preventing its return in the aquatic system (e.g. biofuels, sewage systems, etc.). It is clear that our new findings on Si reactivity in grazed systems could have far reaching consequences regarding management of pasture systems.

Interestingly, new light is shed on the coevolution of grasses, herbivores and diatoms. Expansion of grasses in the Early Miocene coincided with the origin of high-crowned teeth in grazing ungulates, which is assumed to be driven by the consumption of abrasive, silica-rich phytoliths in their grass forage [51]. Massive accumulation of phytoliths in grassland systems has been considered to act as a key player to drive Miocene diatomite abundance and diversity in non-marine [51] and even marine sediment records [52]. It was assumed that phytoliths were mobilized from grassland soils through wind, fire, run-off and/or dissolution to groundwater. Yet, solid causal evidence for the correlation between grass–diatom coevolution is lacking. We raise the hypothesis that enhanced reactivity of BSi owing to grazing is probably an important trigger for the biogeochemical link between grasses and diatoms during evolution, while the intensity of the herbivore effect will depend on factors such as temperature and wind conditions, hydrology, herbivore type, etc. Given the catalysing effect of herbivores on Si reactivity and leaching potential, we conclude that herbivores play a major role in Si delivery towards the aquatic system.
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